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For HELP on using this form, see bottom of this page or look at the pop-up text over the a symbols.

Proposed change affects: a (U)SIM X ME/UE Radio Access Network Core Network X

Title: a IMS Roaming and Access Requirements

Source: a SA1

Work item code:a IMS-CCR Date: a 26-7-2001

Category: a C Release: a REL-5

Use one of the following categories:
F  (correction)
A  (corresponds to a correction in an earlier release)
B  (Addition of feature),
C  (Functional modification of feature)
D  (Editorial modification)

Detailed explanations of the above categories can
be found in 3GPP TR 21.900.

Use one of the following releases:
2 (GSM Phase 2)
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Reason for change: a There are currently no requirements detailing the possible scenarios that need to
be distinguished when a mobile attempts to connect to IMS, and particularly in
the roaming case.

Summary of change:a Rev 2
Cover page modified to reflect changes to requirements at rev 1 (see below), plus cause
value in second bullet requirement modified to read ‘IMS roaming in this network not
allowed’ – i.e. words ‘in this network’ are added.

Rev 1
Requirements changed to ensure that no references made to CSCF, APN etc. as
these are defined by SA2 and should not be referred in the high level
requirements specification. Second bullet requirement is deleted as it is a more
general requirement not just IMS, others reworded.

Rev 0

Requirements are added to detail the operation when a terminal attempts to
connect to IMS, with four outcomes detailed

1. No IMS subsstem available in the serving network

2. APN is not recognised

3. APN recognised, but no roaming agreemnt exists so access is not allowed

4. APN recognised, access allowed. Registration to IMS can then be attempted.

Consequences if a

not approved:
Operation and actions of terminals will not be distinguished between the four
different scenarios.
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7.2 Access to the IM CN subsystem

7.2.1 Access control

The IM CN subsystem shall be able to verify at any time that the user is entitled to use the resources of the IM CN
subsystem.

It must be possible to indicate to the terminal the reasons for denying access if this occurs, particularly when roaming.
The following rejection scenarios must be supported

1. The serving network does not support IMS. The serving network shall indicate this fact to the terminal
using an appropriate reject cause e.g, ‘No IMS available’.

2. The serving network supports IMS, but the terminal is not allowed IMS service in this network as
there is no roaming agreement in place between operators The serving network shall indicate this fact
to the terminal using an appropriate reject cause e.g, ‘'IMS roaming in this network not allowed'.

3. The serving network supports IMS, and roaming is allowed. In this case the terminal is allowed access
to IMS, but it is still possible that service is rejected by IMS itself, e.g. due to failure of registration
with the IMS
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